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Only online gambling has a stronger association with harm



The online gambling market in Britain is the largest regulated online 
gambling market in the world

The annual gross gambling yield was £5.7 billion (in March 2020), which was 40% of the 
whole gambling market in Great Britain

“In the final decades of the twentieth century an 
attempt was made to transform gambling in the UK 
from an activity that was tolerated, to a business to be 
encouraged.”



The government’s approach to harm prevention

In 2019 a £2 maximum bet was put on electronic gaming machines

One key proposed reform is a £2 - £5 maximum bet for online slots

Expenditure limits are a related proposed reform, and would involve gamblers 
providing proof of income to spend more than a given amount on gambling

“The government also recognises the 
essential public health elements to any 
discussion of gambling…”



What is a public health approach?

Rose (1985) gives the example of reducing the risk of heart disease

You could intervene heavily on those at highest risk, e.g. by providing heart transplants

But since heart disease risk lies on a continuum, you could reduce population risk more 
via smaller interventions (e.g., increasing physical activity) among the whole population

Rose (1985). Sick Individuals and Sick Populations.



Betting/expenditure limits are not a population strategy

People who experience harm at below the limit are not helped

And they do not even necessarily treat the highest-risk members of the population



Betting/expenditure limits are not a population strategy

People who can experience harm at below the limit are not helped

And they do not even necessarily treat the highest-risk members of the population

Forrest et al. (2022). 
Patterns of play.



Intervening on the speed and ease of online gambling

Is a population health strategy for online gambling

Modifies a product characteristic associated with harm

Can be enacted in multiple creative ways 

Maintains the freedoms of those who are already gambling safely



What about the risk of backfiring?

Any intervention could “backfire” if it drives users towards riskier products, such as 
crypto-based gambling operators (Andrade et al., 2022)

In my view, this risk is greater for bet/expenditure limits than for speed limits

Gambling at below one’s preferred level of stakes is highly uninteresting

Speed/ease restrictions are a better way of making a given product safer, and then 
keeping gamblers on that product



#1: The speed of online slots

In February 2021 the UK Gambling Commission announced the following changes to 
online slots

Minimum spin speed of 2.5 seconds
Banning autoplay

Patterns of Play data suggest 73% of slots players have at least one 15-minutes session 
with at least one spin every 2 seconds

But slower speeds of 5 seconds have been proposed and could be even better



#2: The speed of other online casino games

Including other online casino games increases the scope of the safety measure (and 
reduces risk of backfiring)

The lack of physical constraints means that casino games can be played faster online 
than is possible with traditional casino apparatus

For example, in-person roulette involves one spin every 60 seconds, whereas online 
roulette can have one spin every 10 seconds (mean ~ 21 seconds)



#2: The speed of other online casino games



#2: The speed of other online casino games

Newall et al. (2021). A speed-of-play limit reduces gambling 
expenditure in an online roulette game: Results of an online experiment



#2: The speed of other online casino games

We saw large reductions in the total number of spins played

Although bet sizes were on average slightly higher when spins were delayed, this effect 
did not cause the intervention to backfire, as there was an overall reduction in available 
funds bet

Provides evidence on how the Gambling Commission’s changes to online slots could be 
expanded to further online casino products 



#3: The speed and ease of sports betting

Sports betting used to be low-frequency (e.g., weekly)

Globalisation of sports and new technology have made it possible to bet on sports at 
almost any time

In-play sports bets (made during an event) are the most strongly associated with harm

Newall et al. (2021). Structural 
characteristics of fixed-odds sports 
betting products



#3: The speed and ease of sports betting

Australia has not banned in-play bets, but has made them available only via telephone 
call, and not directly via a smartphone app’s interface

Hing et al. (2022). Smartphone betting on sports, 
esports and daily fantasy sports amongst young adults.



#4: The ease of online gambling

Online gambling platforms are keen to make it easy to gamble



#4: The ease of online gambling

Reverse withdrawals (until they were banned by the Gambling Commission) delayed 
withdrawals by up to 72 hours, during which time gamblers could cancel a requested 
withdrawal and instantly resume gambling

This increased the ease (but not speed) of online gambling



#4: The ease of online gambling

What about “reverse deposits”?

Put a 72-hour delay on all deposits, during which time they can be cancelled

This does not prevent any gambling that is deliberative and planned-out



Conclusion: Reducing the speed and ease of online gambling

Is a population health strategy for online gambling

Modifies a product characteristic associated with harm

Can be enacted in multiple creative ways 

Maintains the freedoms of those who are already gambling safely



Thanks for your attention!

philip.newall@bristol.ac.uk

@pnewall

https://sites.google.com/site/philipnewallresearch
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